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Program Description 
 

Perhaps no illness is more indicative of the treatment needs of patients with highly 
complex co-morbid mental health and medical illness than eating disorders. Anorexia 
nervosa has the highest mortality rate of any mental health diagnosis with some dying 
of suicide but many more succumbing to medical problems. Complications generally 
result from organ failure from malnutrition but also from alcohol and drug use 
compounding the physiological deterioration with eating disorders as well as those 
related to alcohol or recreational drug use mixed with medications targeting anxiety and 
depression. Particularly challenging are the situations where physical symptoms may 
mask the underlying emotional illness such as that seen with somatization and anxiety-
related illness. Physical symptoms may be true manifestations of physical illness, 
psychosomatic symptoms or other co-morbid mental health illnesses. This can make 
diagnosis and treatment of eating disorders or other co-morbid mental health issues 
very challenging with distraught, often resistant patients. These challenges with eating 
disorder treatment have broader implications for a number of other acute and chronic 
illnesses in adolescents and young adults, and accurate diagnosis and treatment 
necessitate the interaction of a multidisciplinary team including mental health, medical 
and nutrition. 
 

Learning Objectives 
Participants will be able to: 

 

1. Demonstrate the acute and evolving needs of patients with eating disorders from a physiologic 

and emotional perspective 

 

2. Discuss the interplay and potential masking of some aspects of treatment given the 

complexities of physical and emotional interaction 

 

3. Explain the risks including potentially life-threatening aspects of care when physical and 

emotional symptoms present simultaneously 

 

4. Assess appropriate evaluation and treatment in a multidisciplinary team setting with emphasis 

on effective evaluation and treatment of both physical and medical components of the illness 

utilizing the synergism of effective interaction of team members on both medical and mental 

health sides of the treatment team 

 

 

 

 



Disclaimer Statement (Can be included in Fine Print) 
 

Monte Nido & Affiliates is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor 
continuing education for psychologists. Monte Nido & Affiliates maintains responsibility for this 
program and its content.  
Monte Nido & Affiliates is a Continuing Professional Education (CPE) Accredited Provider with 
the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR). CDR Credentialed Practitioners will receive 1 
Continuing Professional Education units (CPEUs) for completion of this activities / materials.  
This program is overseen by Jacquie Rangel, Education Training Manager for Monte Nido and 
Affiliates. She can be reached at jrangel@montenidoaffiliates.com 
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